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Abstract 
The purpose of this article is to apply innovative analogue and digital thinking processes 
that, first, negate DSM (III to 5th Eds.) understandings of anorexia, and then formulate a 
bases which encapsulates alternative understandings of the universal patterns of behavior, 
understandings that honour and embrace the patterns of behavior expressed by each 
person. Published research of lived experiences of persons who exhibit patterns of behavior 
and attitudes towards food, weight, body shape and size, that are deemed to be diagnostic 
criteria of anorexia nervosa, provides evidence that those patterns of behavior serve as 
coping mechanisms against the suffocating forces of unwanted, specific, and personal 
discourses in their lives. As a consequence of this application, the article argues that these 
universal patterns of behavior and attitudes to food, weight and body image, expressed 
uniquely by each person, are expressions, images and ideas of a specific form of an 
archetype, with each person having their personal and unique reasons for their behavioral 
expressions. This analyses indicates that these persons do not “suffer from” a mental eating 
disorder called anorexia, and that psychotherapeutic approaches for each person should 
focus on the problems in their lives, problems that cause them to express the images and 
ideas of a universal archetype.   

Keywords: Anorexia nervosa, analogue logic, personal narratives, digital logic, alternative 
understandings 
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The objective of this article is to present two different ways of logic in order to analyse the 

meanings of the universal patterns of behavior and lifestyle attitudes exhibited by persons 

who are deemed to “have” a mental eating disorder, called anorexia nervosa, and to 

propose a related and alternative narrative informed approach to psychotherapy for these 

persons, an approach which would be appropriate, meaningful and effective.   

First, an analysis based on analogue logic is presented that assesses the reliability of the 

diagnostic criteria for anorexia in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 

(American Psychiatric Association [APA], DSM-III, 1980 to DSM-5, 2013). This analysis 

relates these current understandings of anorexia to current psychotherapy approaches, and 

their resultant outcomes. However, the state of these therapeutic outcomes fails to reflect 

that there is an intrinsic connection (Leifer, 1997) between the signs (of anorexia nervosa), 

being the diagnostic criteria in DSMs, and the referent, being a mental eating disorder 

called anorexia nervosa. As this analogue logic clearly negates the reliability of the DSM 

diagnostic criteria for anorexia nervosa, it then provides opportunities for presenting the 

significance of the narratives from the voices of persons who exhibit universal patterns of 

behavior that are deemed to indicate that these persons “have” a mental eating disorder, 

called anorexia.  

Then, an analysis based on digital logic is applied to the universal patterns of behavior and 

lifestyle attitudes, and indicates that these universal patterns of behavior, as indicated in 

DSMs, actually stand for, or represent specific, personal, unwanted and negative 

discourses in the life of a person, leading to their “ethical problems in living”1 (Szasz, 2010, 

1 A broad understanding in this context, of the notion of “ethical” refers to the relationship a person constructs 
with him or herself, compared to a relationship which they constitute for themselves with discourses or 
knowledge (Foucault, 1997, 1997a; Guilfoyle, 2014). 
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p. 262). Such alternative understandings of “anorexia”2 based on digital logic, then provide 

opportunities for alternative approaches for psychotherapy, which, for each of these 

persons, will be meaningful and appropriate, given their specific circumstances. Thus, the 

analyses in this article provide the bases of how the lived experiences of persons present 

alternative understandings of what the meaning of “anorexia” is for each person, as well as 

appropriate, alternative approaches to psychotherapy for these persons.  

Current understandings of anorexia 

Bases of current understandings 

The DSM is intentionally and only targeted on the signs and symptoms of anorexia, and not 

on underlying causes. Anorexia nervosa is claimed to be based on statistical and clinical 

patterns of behavior and lifestyle attitudes. This lack of an explanatory or causative basis is 

symptomatic of a general absence of pathophysiological understandings of anorexia. This 

was confirmed by Spitzer and First (2005) who stated that:  

Little progress has been made toward understanding the pathophysiological 

processes and cause of mental disorders. If anything, the research has 

shown the situation is even more complex than initially imagined, and we 

believe not enough is known to structure the classification of psychiatric 

disorders according to etiology. (p.1898)  

Specific causes of anorexia are still unknown (Mayo Clinic, 2020; Rikani et al., 2013). 

However, “whatever its original cause, it must currently be considered a … dysfunction in 

the individual” (DSM-IV, p. xxi), and classifications are “disorders that people have” (DSM 

IV, p. xxii) (italics added). Thus, in spite of any complexities in its presumed etiologies, the 

nature of anorexia  

“is understood by dominant discourses to be an internalised, psycho-medical 

… phenomenon, that is, a person is an anorexic, has anorexia, suffers from 

anorexia, and so on. In other words, a person is pathologised, and in some 

way personifies anorexic discourses” (Botha, 2015, p. 3; see, for example, 

Malson et al., 2004). 

2 The form, anorexia nervosa or anorexia (both without inverted commas), is used when meaning a DSM 
diagnostic construct of a mental eating disorder from certain behaviors, whereas “anorexia” (in inverted 
commas) is used when referring to alternative meanings of these very patterns of behavior expressed by the 
voices of persons in relationship with “anorexia”, and indicates their personal experiences and meanings of the 
universal patterns of behavior, standing for their unique and specific “personal, social and ethical problems in 
living” – the differences in meaning of these terms being the very essence of this article. 
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As indicated, these modernist, structuralist understandings and diagnostic criteria for 

anorexia nervosa are presented in DSM-III to DSM-5. DSM-I and DSM-II had little in terms 

of which to classify them as scientific documents (Kutchins & Kirk, 1997), partially as a 

result of the omission of specifically reliable diagnostic criteria (Chmieleweski et al., 2015). 

However, DSM-III to DSM-5 are claimed to be based on the premises of the scientific 

medical model, in an attempt to solve the problems of earlier DSMs. They too have faced 

criticism in regard to their reliability. 

Reliability of DSM-III to DSM-5 for anorexia diagnoses 

A central claim for DSM-III was that scientifically based specific diagnostic criteria would 

profoundly improve the reliability of diagnosis. Although this claim of reliability has been 

disputed, it has been persisted with in subsequent DSMs. The DSM-5 field trials recorded 

details of lower levels of diagnostic reliability compared to any prior field trials and general 

research literature. This drew considerable adverse comments in regard to the reliability of 

DSM-5 diagnostic criteria (Chmielewski et al., 2015). In fact, before the DSM-5 was 

published, Sysko et al., (2012) stated that it is  

“important that research evaluating the revised eating disorders criteria 

continue after the release of the DSM-5 to assess the reliability and validity 

(Grilo & White, 2011; White & Grilo, 2011; Wolfe et al., 2009) of the new 

eating disorder criteria sets and diagnoses in addition to the clinical utility of 

the revised classification scheme” (p. 307). 

Subsequent to the publication of DSM-5, Chmielewski, et al., (2015) undertook a study 

based on their hypothesis: “Rather than indicating specific problems with DSM-5, however, 

the field trials may have revealed long-standing diagnostic issues that have been hidden 

due to a reliance on audio/visual recordings for estimated reliability” (p. 764). The study by 

Chmielewski, et al., (2015) assessed the reliability of DSM-IV diagnoses by using both the 

standard audio-recording technique, and the test-retest technique used in the DSM-5 field 

trials. Their results established that there is an influence of the research method on 

estimates of diagnostic reliability for anorexia. This raises the question as to what influence 

any alternative, but similar, research methods could have on estimating the reliability of 

DSM diagnoses? An implication could be that there is a lack of any reliable indication 

revealing that any version of DSM has a higher level of reliability than any previous version. 

It must also be noted that each reliability study is influenced and affected by factors specific 

to each study, factors such as the training and supervision of interviewers, their skills and 
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prior related experiences, their commitment to diagnostic accuracy, comparative 

environmental clinical settings and patient mix in each study (Kirk & Kutchins, 1994, p. 85). 

In addition, the specialised DSM research for reliability studies would have been undertaken 

in settings and circumstances that are likely to have differed compared to normal 

uncontrolled clinical surroundings and settings that prevail for clinical practice.  

The nature of psychiatric signs and symptoms in DSM 

Current clinical neuroscience is significantly informed by the use of structured interviews 

that are commonly entrenched in logical positivism and behaviorism. Noordgaard et al., 

(2013) have indicated that this approach has defined the alleged “operational revolution in 

psychiatry” which led to the establishment of DSM-III, and has been a foundational aspect 

of all later DSMs (Noordgaard et al., 2013). These authors claimed that “psychiatry targets 

the phenomena of consciousness, which, unlike somatic symptoms and signs, cannot be 

grasped on the analogy with material thing-like objects” (Noordgaard et al., 2013,p. 353). 

Based on clinical examples, they concluded that “fully structured interviews are neither 

theoretically adequate nor practically valid in obtaining psycho-diagnostic information” 

(Noordgaard et al., 2013, p. 353). The inference is that in order to adequately and reliably 

construct the nature of psychiatric symptoms and signs, a more appropriate method would 

be required, preferably one which could be established upon phenomenologically informed 

concerns.  

It is in these contexts that aspects of both reliability (and validity) for anorexia will be further 

deconstructed by the exploration of specific applications of analogue and digital thinking 

processes. 

Principles of analogue and digital thinking processes 

As the differences between analogue and digital thinking processes are important in the 

explicatory ways for the contentions, suggestions and proposals of this article, these 

different processes need to be explained before applying them in the discussions which 

follow.  

The differences between analogue and digital ways of thinking have led to significant 

means of making sense of lived experiences, and of the world. The difference is that 

analogue thinking processes are connected, and joined to the world that it represents, whilst 

digital thinking separates a representation from what it represents.   
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In analogue thinking, intrinsic connections are represented by signs (Leifer, 1997, p. 257). 

For instance, a racing fire-engine with sirens blaring is a sign of a fire somewhere. In 

addition, specific medical symptoms are signs of illnesses or diseases: for example, 

increased optic pressure is a sign of an eye disease called glaucoma. These examples 

indicate the intrinsic connections between signs, and what they indicate or point to - an 

object, event, thing, phrase, linguistic expression, concrete object, physical attribute - all 

being the “referent” for a sign. This fundamental insight will be incorporated in the next 

section that discusses analogue thinking process and anorexia. 

Digital representations are symbols, and there is no intrinsic connection between a symbol 

and its referent (Leifer, 1997, p. 257). Leifer (1997) presents as a useful example of digital 

representations, the writing process in an eight-bit digital computer (28) that registers each 

letter of the alphabet in a combination of sequential binary on-off signals, where on is “+” 

and off is “-“. In this case, each letter of the alphabet registers a different set of binary 

signals using on and off, such as:  

A ++ — — — — — — —  

B +- — — — — — — —  

C -+ — — — — — — —  

In this process there is no intrinsic relationship between “on-off” series and each letter of the 

alphabet. An eight-bit computer can form words and sentences using different strings of 

these binary digits.  

In the digital thinking process, a symbol is termed as something that stands for/represents 

something else.  Symbols are things - physical objects, sounds, behaviors, scripts, electric 

signals - which are interesting, not in themselves, but for what they represent/stand for. In 

this context, Leifer has stated that: “Digital thinking substitutes symbols for things 

themselves. Since there is no intrinsic connection between a symbol and its referent, 

anything in the universe may be used as a symbol of anything else” (Leifer, 1997, p. 258) 

(italics added).   

These two significantly different thinking processes will now be applied in an exploration of 

understandings of the construction and meanings of anorexia.  
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Linking anorexia and DSM diagnostic criteria using analogue logic 

In terms of the definition of a mental disorder, the naming of categories in the DSMs follows 

the traditional method and the fundamental approach used in all systems of medical 

diagnosis (DSM-IV, p. xxii). Thus, the philosophical logic of the scientific medical model 

incorporated in the DSMs is based on the process of analogue logic, or thinking processes, 

where intrinsic connections are represented by signs that point to or indicate a referent 

(Leifer, 1997, p. 257). In the case of anorexia nervosa, the various DSM diagnostic criteria 

(universal patterns of behavior and lifestyle attitudes towards food, weight and body shape 

and size), are assumed to be signs that point to the referent - the mental eating disorder 

called anorexia nervosa. This is a modernist or structuralist construct of anorexia nervosa, 

meaning that the referent is a psycho-medical, internalised experience - a person is 

pathologized and they have, or suffer from, anorexia. 

It must be recalled that the binding assumption in the diagnostic construct of anorexia in the 

DSMs is that there is an intrinsic connection between the signs and the referent. Now, if this 

hypothesis were to be validated, then outcomes of modernist, structuralist based treatment 

interventions that are focused on food, weight, body image and shape, for persons 

exhibiting anorexic behavior, should be significantly successful. 

Evidence of treatment outcomes 

These analogue informed, structuralist understandings of anorexia have led to various 

treatment approaches that have underlying analogue informed, structuralist principles. 

These treatment approaches are directed at diverse “aspects of ‘anorexia’, including 

distorted thoughts regarding food and body image; dysfunctional behaviors such as 

restrictive eating, binging, and purging” (Botha, 2015, p. 3; Bodell & Keel, 2010). However, 

literature reports indicate that although psychotherapy is the treatment of choice for persons 

in relationship with anorexia3, these analogue and structuralist informed psychotherapeutic 

interventions are only partly effective (Watson & Bulik, 2013), the evidence base for 

treatment is meagre, and any specific, effective form of psychotherapy is lacking (for 

example, Attia & Walsh, 2009; Bulik et al., 2007; Hay et al., 2009; Murray et al., 2019; 

Strober, 2010; Wallier et al., 2009; Watson & Bulik, 2013). This has led to unsatisfactory 

3 In narrative therapy, the expression a person in relationship with “anorexia” reflects the use of (externalizing) conversations in which 
the problem (e.g., “anorexia”) becomes the problem, and not the person (see Morgan, 2000, pp. 17, 24). In other words, “anorexia” 
becomes an entity that is separate from a person (see Morgan, 2000, pp. 17, 24), and allows a person to be freed from being subject to, and 
dominated by “restricting ‘truths’ about their identity and negative ‘certainties’ about their lives” (White, 2007, p. 2). 
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recovery rates (Touyz et al., 2013) and consequent cases of enduring and severe anorexia, 

with the outlook for recovery diminishing with the duration of the problem (Robinson et al., 

2015; Touyz et al., 2013). 

Expectations versus research findings 

This raises the question as to what could be the cause(s) of this important discrepancy 

between expectations of treatment outcomes for anorexia, compared to research findings, 

in the context of the analogue logic as applied to DSM diagnostic criteria for anorexia? The 

most obvious factor is that, in practical terms, there is no intrinsic connection between the 

signs and the referent, as assumed by the DSM constructs. In other words, the patterns of 

behavior and attitudes towards food, weight, body size and shape cannot be deemed to be 

signs of a mental eating disorder called anorexia nervosa. Or, presented in another way, it 

may be possible that the discrepancy could be because each person who exhibits universal 

anorexic patterns of behavior does so because of their own personal, unique, independent 

reasons. This setting was well stated by Megan who participated in a recent study (Rance 

et al., 2017) about anorexia treatment. She said that “eating disorders are not about food, 

they’re about life … [but] a lot of people want them to be about food” (Rance et al., 2017, p. 

5).  

 

It must be borne in mind that there are two primary parties that have a direct input to the 

“workings” of the analogue formulating process of anorexia nervosa - first, voting members 

of APA for the incorporation of the mental eating disorder, anorexia, in DSMs; and, second, 

those persons who exhibit universal patterns of “anorexic” behavior. The inference in DSMs 

is that the APA believes in, and relies upon an analogue process that is based on an 

intrinsic connection between the signs, and the referent (the mental eating disorder, 

anorexia). It is this inference that the APA has tested, using standard techniques, such as, 

the audio-recording, and the test-retest techniques, in field trials to determine the degree of 

reliability of DSM diagnostic criteria for anorexia.   

Personal narratives establish alternative understandings of 
“anorexia” 

Recent research in current neuroscience and cognitive science has indicated that the study 

of consciousness as well as self-experience has turned out to be a central concern 

(Damasio, 2010; Feinberg, 2009; Pollan, 2018). Noordgaard et al., (2013), and other 
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researchers (Gallagher & Zahavi, 2008; Thomson, 2007) have increasingly focused on the 

neural correlates of such phenomena as emotion, experiences of self-hood, consciousness, 

but also “in demonstrating the indispensability of the study of conscious life (understood as 

embodied and socially embedded) to the explanation of behavior in general” (Noordgaard et 

al., 2013, p. 362).  

 

In the light of this current paradigm shift to the study of emotions, experiences of self-

identity, consciousness, and conscious life, explanations of behavior, and aspects of 

personal narratives from those persons with lived experience with “anorexia” need to be 

explored so that understandings of “anorexia” can be “faithful to (mental or experiential) 

reality rather than an approach that implicitly distorts this reality in order to make it fit to its 

own prejudice” (Noordgaard et al., 2013, p. 362).  

 

Other than mental health practitioners, the major participants in “real life clinical practice” 

are each of those persons who exhibit universal patterns of behavior which are deemed to 

be signs of anorexia. However, in direct contrast to the assumptions of APA members who 

approve the DSM diagnostic criteria as universal constructs of a mental eating disorder 

(anorexia), could it be that each person would have their own, specific, unique narratives 

and personal reasons or causes for exhibiting universal patterns of “anorexic” behavior and 

lifestyle attitudes?  

 

An important factor in this regard is the onset age of anorexia. The APA has indicated that 

this is usually in mid to late adolescence, or even in young adulthood (APA, 2013, p. 341). 

In addition, research has endorsed this situation (e.g., Morris & Twaddle, 2007). Strober 

(2010) has stated that for a person of this age who may be in a relationship with anorexia: 

Onset of puberty is a foreboding signal. This time brings distressingly 

rapid changes in physicality and the rules of social and cognitive 

discourse which arouse intense feelings of threat and the 

anticipation of future challenges perceived as insurmountable. Thus, 

arriving at this crucial point, when innate social processes normally 

activate a wide range of appetitive drives, the adolescent experience 

is anticipated with dread, success in getting through it unscathed too 

wildly implausible to concede. (p. 227) 
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In addition, Strober (2010) has indicated that the developmental imperatives referred to 

above:  

arrive with a suddenness that makes for the unkindest of insults: a social 

world advancing too rapidly toward greater, more bewildering complexity; a 

life too unruly for her sensibilities, making demands for flexibility and tolerance 

that are beyond her reach; and a body sensing strange and compelling new 

energies, changing in shape unexpectedly.  (p. 229) 

 

It is generally accepted that a combination of multiple and diverse factors are involved in 

any case of anorexia, and that these come together in ways that are unique to each person 

(Halse et al., 2008). These factors can be placed in two broad groups. The first group 

consists of individual factors which include a person’s biological and psychological 

composition. The second group relates to individual experiences, environments, and 

sociocultural contexts (Halse et al., 2008). Halse et al., (2008) presented stories from a 

group of 8 teenage girls who were diagnosed with anorexia, stories that are becoming 

“increasingly recognized in clinical and professional health practices - that the unique 

experiences and circumstances of individuals are the starting point for any discussion of 

anorexia amongst teenage girls and their families” (p. 13).  

 

In addition to these emerging factors that are influential forces directing the focus of causes 

of anorexia to the individual, in personal accounts of lived experiences in qualitative 

research studies, the voices of those persons exhibiting patterns of “anorexic” behavior tell 

significant narratives that are obviously not considered by the producers of DSMs (APA) (for 

example, Krug et al., 2013; Marzola et al., 2015; Nordbo et al., 2006; Racine & Wilde, 2013; 

Rance et al., 2017; Schmidt & Treasure, 2006; Tierney & Fox, 2010; Wildes et al., 2010; 

Williams et al., 2016; Williams & Reid, 2010, 2012).  

Patterns of behavior of coping mechanisms - reports from lived experiences 

The indications now are that the focus needs to shift to the multiple voices of those persons 

who have lived experiences of “anorexia”. This transferral to the narratives of these persons 

means that this source of knowledge is essentially founded on an empirical process. It is in 

this regard, that American psychiatrist Ron Leifer has stated that: “Genuine knowledge is 

empirical. It is based upon experience, observation and reflection, not the words of others, 

regardless of their credentials” (Leifer, 2008, p. 91).   
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This move to hearing and acknowledging voices of persons in relationship with “anorexia” 

has been presented in qualitative-oriented studies which have examined the narratives of 

the lived experiences of these persons. These are narratives that have constructed 

alternative understandings of “anorexia” (Krug et al., 2013; Marzola et al., 2015; Racine & 

Wildes, 2013; Rance et al., 2017; Tierney & Fox, 2010; Wildes et al., 2010; Williams & Reid, 

2010). In this context, it has been reported that negative, dominant, personal, discourses 

have adversely influenced the lives and living experiences of persons (MacNeil et al., 2012; 

Morris & Twaddle, 2007; Wagener & Much, 2010). In addition, persons have reported that 

their lived experiences with their relationship with “anorexia” have shown that “anorexic” 

behavior, feelings and thoughts, were coping mechanisms, or forms of resistance (e.g., 

Faija et al., 2017; Morris & Twaddle, 2007; Williams & Reid, 2012; Wagener & Much, 2010). 

These coping mechanisms provide ways of protection, defence, safety and resistance 

against stress, future challenges and anxieties, conflicts, unexpected and undesirable 

changes in the lives of those persons (Botha, 2014, 2019; e.g., MacNeil et al., 2012; 

Marzola et al., 2015; Schmidt & Treasure, 2006; Wagener & Much, 2010). The participants 

in the study by Williams & Reid (2012) indicated that anorexia “was their only way of coping 

because they had not learned other coping strategies; thus, they depended on their disorder 

and felt that they ‘needed’ it” as “their disorder enabled them to ‘survive’ their unpleasant 

experiences” (p. 804). These research studies have thus indicated that persons in 

relationship with “anorexia” have revealed that their universal patterns of behavior and 

lifestyle attitudes regarding food, weight, body size and shape, all of which are thought to be 

diagnostic criteria for a mental eating disorder called anorexia, function as coping 

mechanisms so as to resist the forces of specific, undesirable, unique, personal and 

dominant negative discourses in their lives. In other words, the negative discourses cause 

emotional pain, distress, anxiety and suffering, resulting in these persons having a desire to 

avoid the suffering caused, and consequently a person embraces “anorexic” behaviors in 

order to find a preferable way of living compared to the stress, pain and suffering from the 

negative discourses in their lives (e. g., Botha, 2019; Halse et al., 2008; MacNeil et al., 

2012; Marzola et al., 2015; Shelley, 1997; Wagener & Much, 2010). 

The words of Botha (2019), although formulated for “anorexic adolescents”, apply equally to 

persons of all ages in relationship with “anorexia”. He stated that when faced with 

persistently threatening, challenging, and anxiety provoking circumstances in life:  
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expressions of rebelliousness, control, obsession and evasion - so 

predominant in anorexic attitudes and behaviors - can provide supports of 

meaning and positions of safety and security, defending young people against 

threats and attacks of uncertainty and distress, and help them resist non-

preferred identity changes and patterns of life that are demanded by forces of 

social discourses. (Botha, 2019, p. 8) 

Digital logic for determining alternative meanings 

of universal patterns of behavior and lifestyles 
 

As indicated above, when applying analogue logic, or an analogue thinking process, the 

absence of acceptable levels of psychotherapeutic outcomes from application of DSM 

influenced, structuralist informed approaches for persons in relationship with anorexia, 

indicates that there are no intrinsic connections between the signs and the referent, as 

assumed by the diagnostic constructs of DSMs for a mental eating disorder called anorexia. 

This could indicate that the patterns of behavior and attitudes towards food, weight, body 

size and shape could have alternative meanings based on personal, unique, specific and 

independent experiences of persons exhibiting such behaviors. In order to examine this 

hypothesis further, an application of digital logic to the “diagnostic” equation for anorexia 

would be appropriate. A brief recall of the essence of digital logic is that: “Digital thinking 

substitutes symbols for things themselves. Since there is no intrinsic connection between a 

symbol and its referent, anything in the universe may be used as a symbol of anything else” 

(Leifer, 1997, p. 258) (italics added).   

In an application of the “diagnostic” equation, the universal patterns of behavior and 

attitudes towards food, weight, and body shape and size will be retained in the analysis for 

alternative meanings based on digital logic. Then, in the case of each person, applying 

digital logic, their universal patterns of behavior would be the symbols - the “anything” that 

stands for/represents what the referent is for them - the “anything else”. This means that in 

each individual case, universal symbols (that is, the patterns of “anorexic” behavior and 

lifestyles) indicate an “anything else” (Leifer, 1997, p. 258) for each person. However, in 

these circumstances then, for each person, this “anything else”, understandably is not a 

mental eating disorder called anorexia nervosa.  
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An archetype4 - an alternative interpretation of “anorexic” patterns of behavior, and 

implications for therapy 

Thus, for persons in relationship with “anorexia”, the “anything” in the digital thinking 

process, is the universal range of patterns of behavior and attitudes to life that are exhibited 

by them in various permutations, in response to the “anything else” in each of their lives. 

The universal patterns of behavior can be seen to be the typical examples of behavior of a 

person faced with the powers and forces of unwanted, specific, negative discourses in their 

life, which are the causes of the coping or resistant patterns of behavior, deemed to be 

signs of anorexia. Or, as paradoxically stated in DSM-IV in regard to anorexia nervosa 

(307.1): “The onset of this illness is often associated with a stressful life event, such as 

leaving home for college” (p. 543). 

In this sense, the universal patterns of behavior could be seen to be forms of an archetypal 

behavior (not a Jungian archetype), that, in each case, is an example of specific behavior 

patterns in circumstances that are “typical, stereotypical and universal. The ability of a new-

born child to suckle is archetypal, as are smiling, frowning, crying, all those recurring 

qualities, behaviors and gestures that make us human” (Pascal, 1992, p. 79).    

For each person, these archetypal images - the “anything” - are produced and fashioned in 

response and as resistances to the power and forces of personal, unique, anxiety-

provoking, unwanted and challenging dominant social discourses in their lives - that is, by 

and against the “anything else” in the digital logic process for each person. This process 

then results in the Leifer (1997) statement reading as follows: archetypal images are 

symbols that stand for or represent “anything else” (being the referent for each person). In 

these circumstances, and for each person, Leifer’s digital statement creates meanings, 

such as:  

  Symbols (Anything)    stand for   Referent (Anything Else) 

Person 1. Archetypal images and ideas Leaving home for college, and recent  

               (i.e., forms of resisting, coping death of mother  

4 For the purposes of this article, a definition from Mirriam-Webster online dictionary of an archetype is 
authoritative: the original pattern or model of which all things of the same type are representations or copies 
(Retrieved February, 2020 from https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/archetype). The use of the 
concept of an archetype for encapsulating an alternative understanding of the universal range of patterns of 
behavior and attitudes to life exhibited by persons who are presumed to “suffer from” “anorexia”, must not be 
confused with meanings of the notion of structuralism which applies to a person who has fixed, essentialist and 
indispensable characteristics. 
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                mechanisms) 

Person 2. Archetypal images and ideas Being a failure at sport and schoolwork,  

              (i.e., forms of resisting, coping fear of growing up into the “real world” 

              mechanisms) 

Person 3. Archetypal images and ideas Family pressures to lose weight, then, 

               (i.e., forms of resisting, coping from controlled dieting to chronic “anorexia” 

               mechanisms) 

In the three examples above, for each person the causes of the coping behaviors, as 

archetypal images, are the stated referents, and are unique for each person. Thus, in these 

circumstances, the digital thinking processes will be valid as the symbols stand for, or 

represent specifics for each person. In each case, both the anything and the anything else 

in Leifer’s statement are functions of the person’s “ethical problems in living” (Szasz, 2010) - 

they are not influenced by, nor are they a function of assumptions of the APA in regard to 

diagnostic criteria for a mental eating disorder. Paradoxically, in these circumstances which 

are described for digital logic in order to analyse person’s “anorexic” behavior, it can also be 

claimed that analogue logic will become effective, in that signs for each person indicate or 

point to the specific referents in each case.  

From a practical viewpoint, the implications of these circumstances in regard to the digital 

understandings of “anorexia”, can be incorporated in the treatment philosophy expressed by 

Szasz (2010) who stated that “psychiatrists are not concerned with mental illnesses and 

their treatment. In actual practice they deal with personal, social, and ethical problems in 

living” (p. 262). 

Related alternative approaches to psychotherapy 

The situations examined in this article do not only indicate ways to determine alternative 

understandings and meanings of the nature of “anorexia”, but the analyses also present an 

opportunity to identify alternative, meaningful and appropriate approaches to psychotherapy 

for persons in relationship with “anorexia”.   

Kronbichler (2004, p.58) set out a comparison of structural perspectives, and post-

structuralist ideas and ways of working with persons in relationship with “anorexia”. These 

comparisons are set out in Table 1. 
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Table 1. 

Comparison of structuralist versus post-structuralist perspectives in the treatment of anorexia 

nervosa 

            Structuralist perspective                  Post-structuralist perspective  
Anorexic behavior is surface manifestation of 
problems in the depth structure of the person  

Anorexia nervosa is located in the 
interrelationship between social and cultural 
practices and subjectivity  

Explanations of anorexia nervosa are to be 
found in the psyche and/or the family dynamics  

Exploration of the forces that stand with 
anorexia nervosa and those that stand with a life 
free from anorexia nervosa  

Main focus on weight gain  
 

Focus on the effects of anorexia nervosa in 
different dimensions of life  

Orientation along normative rules concerning 
eating patterns, relationships (and adolescent 
development)  

Orientation alongside the persons’ hopes, 
dreams, visions, purposes, etc  

Centered position of the therapist as expert  Decentered position of the therapist as co-
researcher  

 

For persons in relationship with anorexia, in their specific circumstances, the use of a post-

structuralist therapeutic approach, namely narrative therapy, has provided an orientation 

that concentrates on the specific needs and problems of each person who exhibits such 

archetypal images and patterns of behavior (Botha, 2015, 2019; Epston, 2020; Epston & 

Maisel, 2009; Ingamells, 2016a, 2016b; Kronbichler, 2004; Lock et al., 2004; Madigan & 

Goldner, 1998; Maisel et al., 2004; Vromans & Schweitzer, 2011; Weber et al., 2006; White, 

2011). For instance, a recent article (Botha, 2019) explained an innovative and amended 

form of narrative therapy that addressed these circumstances. This article draws on notions 

of negative and positive resistances in exploring alternative understandings of ‘anorexia’, in 

a narrative therapy based approach for ‘anorexic’ adolescents. In doing so, it posits 

‘anorexic’ lifestyles as forms of coping mechanisms against dominant social discourses. 

Narrative treatment is to facilitate a movement away from subjection of dominant social 

discourses, and should enable intentional movements towards ethical subjectivities. This 

means that adolescents should then find no need to embrace ‘coping’ mechanisms that 

lead to lifestyles of ‘anorexia’, and treatment can shift away from food, weight, and body 

image, to dealing with ‘problems in living’. (p. 181). 

The article (Botha, 2019) explained further that a post-structuralist, narrative approach to 

therapy for persons in relationship with “anorexia”, would afford opportunities for narrative 

conversations that focus on the person’s values, principles for living, and preferred identities 

(White & Epston, 1990), in order to co-author, with the therapist, an acceptable outcome 

that “would be the identification or generation of alternative stories that enable them to 
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perform new meanings, bringing with them desired possibilities - new meanings that 

persons will experience as more helpful, satisfying, and open-ended” (White & Epston, 

1990, p. 15).   

Concluding comments 

The application of the principles of analogue and digital logic are further indications that 

reliability of the diagnostic criteria in the DSM’s for the mental eating disorder called 

anorexia, does not exist. This article has explained that the eating behavior patterns, and 

attitudes towards food, body weight and shape, do not indicate/point to, nor stand 

for/represent a mental eating disorder. These behavior patterns and lifestyles are 

essentially coping mechanisms used to provide supports of meaning, identity constructs, 

conditions of safety and security when persons are faced with challenges, demands, 

conflicts created by specific, unwanted, and negative dominant discourses in their lives. 

Then, each person would have their own, personal, unique, independent reasons for 

embracing universal patterns of behavior which are deemed to be expressions of/criteria for 

an eating disorder.   

For these persons, it is argued that treatment approaches should focus on those personal, 

negative and dominant discourses that are the reasons that create the needs for coping 

mechanisms. Therapeutic requirements for these persons in their circumstances, are clearly 

provided by a narrative approach, specifically an innovative form that is centred on the use 

of negative and positive resistances (Botha, 2019). 
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